
Expert conferencing and its evolution
A personal perspective by Environment Commissioner Jim Hodges



• Simple case, simple conferencing needs, if any

• The more complex the case, the more complex the conferencing 
needs may be

• Conferencing needs are likely to increase as uncertainties, 

complexities, environmental risks  and information gaps become 

greater

There is no “one size fits all”



Changes that have occurred include:

• The way agendas are prepared

• Planners identifying key plan provisions to be considered

• Pre-conference briefings on operations and construction 

• Co-conferencing, for example science and mātauranga Māori experts 

• Iterative conferencing as information becomes available 

• Empanelling expert cohorts in open court (hot-tubbing)

Conferencing is an evolving process



Further evolution is likely 
on a case-by- case needs 

basis



• In principle:

• To assist the Court’s understanding

• To narrow points of difference and save hearing time

• In practice:

• Experts should try to reach agreement on relevant 

facts and issues

• There is no obligation to agree 

• Compromise and a mediated outcome are not 

anticipated

• Where agreement not reached, explain the reasons

Why require expert conferencing?



• Read and understand the practice note and do it again

• Be objective and independent and most of all honest

• Do not act as an advocate

• Stay within your expertise

• Clearly describe uncertainties 

• Ask if you don’t understand something or if you think 

something is missing

• Keep it confidential

What does the Court expect of experts?



It can help if experts explain:

• The purpose of their evidence or parts of it

• The local knowledge the evidence it is based on

• How it takes account of the views of affected parties

• Options considered to minimise adverse effects

• How it links to other relevant expert evidence

• Is it consistent with relevant plan provisions?

• Why the proposed conditions should be adopted

Experts bring specialist knowledge that the Court needs to understand



• Prepare well 

• Be relaxed and put on a happy face

• Approach the day positively, enjoy the experience, you can learn a lot

• Be willing to feed off other experts’ ideas

• Listen to understand, not to respond

• Treat everyone with respect – be nice to each other!

Approaches that can contribute to good outcomes



• Use language that mere mortals can understand

• Take breaks when you need them

• Don’t waste time on detail that interests you but 

won’t help the Court

• If there is something about the agenda that needs 

changing, that’s okay within reason 

A few other things to consider



• Needs input from counsel, experts, the facilitator and 

sometimes the Court

• Clear questions work best to guide experts on what is 

required, not generalities 

• Could have relevant plan provisions attached

• Could have a statement of agreed facts attached

• The more complex the issues the more time you need

• Leave adequate time between related conferences

Getting the agenda right and allowing enough time are key



• Help smooth out any uneven playing field

• Sometimes guide you on what might help the Court

• Ask “How will that help the Court?”

• Ask – “Do you really want to say that?”

• Help ensure clarity and simplicity of language

• Put difficult experts in their place

But there is no one size fits all facilitators

An independent facilitator can:



• A good recorder is a good starting point

• Write it up as you go, don’t leave it to the end

• Making it a good one is the best way to assist the Court

• Make sure you are happy it represents your views –

don’t feel you have to agree on everything

• Use clear concise language and explain “big words” 

when you have to use them - don’t waffle or ramble on

And as for your Joint Witness Statement:




